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Overview
TechZephyr 2K17 was the
12th edition of the technical
festival of our college.
Theme for this year was
Genesis meaning origin of
something new. The
festival was organised on
16-17 february 2017.It
consisted of various
technical and non technical
events .
Some of the glimpses of
event are given besides.

The launch of TechZephyr 2K17 was held on 16 february. The ocassion
was graced by CAFO - Mrs.I K Singh Director - Dr Vivek Sunnapawar
,Principal-Dr. Vivek Yakkundi, Vice Principal-Dr Subhash Shinde, Dean
Student affair- Dr Avinash Sarode and Techzephyr Incharge - Prof. Ajay
Kashikar. The Chief Guest for Launch was Mrs.Sulbha Patil,she is the
manager of qaulity control at Indian Oil corporation limited at Grease
plant,Vadhi.

Events
Auto Expo - This event showcased some of the most powerful bikes and
cars.The event saw likes of various bikes and cars some of them being Harley
davidson,Aston Martin , DC - Avanti. DARK bike club had also showcased their
bikes in the event.
Mechmantra - In this event the participants had to make a model from waste
metal parts.
Lan Gaming- In this event we had arranged a Gaming room in our college were
we had games like CS 1.6.
Lasertag-It is a tag game played with lasers. Infrared-sensitive targets are
commonly worn by each player. The Infrared- Sensitive Jackets were made by
our Students It self.
Paintball- This event was organised first time in our college and navimumbai.
The event was carried out in The lawn.In this event participants simulate
military combat using airguns to shoot capsules of paint at each other.

Circuit Mounting - In this event the participants had to form a circuit within
a given time frame.
Neon cricket - In this a game of cricket had to be played in Neon lights in a
dark room.
Neon Football - In this a game of Football had to be played in Neon lights in
a dark room.
IPL Auction - In this event the teams were allotted each of the IPL team ,
and the teams had to bid for the player they wanted to buy within a given
budget.
Robotics - In this event there were 5 sub events Robo - hurdles,Robo Maze,Robo- Fifa,Robo-lap,Robo-loop. The participants had to bring a level 1
bot.
Pro-Biking - In this event the bike rider had to clear some hurdles to
complete the track of the event
Tech Debate - In this event the teams were given a technical topic to have a
debate on and find its Pro’s and Cons.
Tech Quiz - In this event a technical Quiz was conducted.

Green LTCE- In this event teams had to give Eco -friendly solutions to make
our college campus more attractive.
NO2 - In this event RC cars running on a gasoline engines compete with
each other,this event was also conducted in the lawn.
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